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Product Profile: 

What is ancient ship wood panel? 

Ancient ship wood panel is a kind of wood that made from more than a hundred years old trees, primary Mesua ferrea, stone vertebral, Queensland's 

wood, such as Catalpa wood. 

Ancient ship wood panel is made from the retired or damaged old ship, strictly speaking it is a kind of antique solid wood wall tile or mosaic because the 

stze of the panel is brisk shaped. Ancient ship wood mosaic is a retro-styled decorative material that is extremely beloved by many senior designers or 

architectures; imagine you walk into a coffee bar or tea roon with historic wooden wall tile decoration, for sure that it will bring you back to old-worfd age 

of voyage exploration. 

Alias: Old ship wood tiles, solid wood wall tile, ancient boat w-0od mosaic, ancient ship wood mosaic. 

Properties of ancient ship wood panel 

Ancient ship wood tiles use ancient boat solid wood as its main raw material, which has higher transmittance and impact resistance than PVC plate, 

architectural resin panet is a translucent and eco environmentat buitding material that has viscosity, clarity1 resistance to chemicals, a,d fire resistant. 

Features and advantages 

a) Nature, eco-friendly and fashionable 

b) retro-styled 

c) Durable 

d) Water proof, can be applied in web environment. 

e) Ecological, 100% recycled 

f) Easy to dean and maintain

g) Resistance to chemicals

MCL1612 100X10X1CM 

MCL 1615 100X10X1CM 

No!E: dt2 tti tie� aflhe as!m:111 � eachpiece af 
prodnct colcr· mdsud"ace-fta.t1Wc ate!lOt 1he same_ 01/02 



LUX ARCH Boat wood MOSAIC - PLANKING 

MCL 1617 100X10X1CM 

MCL 1618 100X10X1CM 

No!E: dt2 tti tie� aflhe as!m:111 � eachpiece af 
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MC1701 60X30X2CM 

MC1704 60X30X2CM 

MC1702 60X30X2CM 

MC1706 60X30X2CM 

Note: due to the production of the natural material, each piece of 

o 5 / o 6product color and surfuce textw� are not the same. 

MC1703 60X30X2CM 

MC1707 60X30X2CM 



MC1349-1 60X30X2CM 

MC1705 60X30X2CM 

MC1708 30X30X1.2CM MC1709 

MC12T12 30X30X1.5CM 

Note: due to the production of the natural material, each piece of 

o 7 / o 8product color and surfuce textw� are not the same. 

30X30X1 .2CM MC1710 30X30X1 .2CM 

LUX ARCH Boat wood MOSAIC - Tiles Sets



WHT 60X30X2CM 

MCL 1605 30X30X1.2CM 

MC1283 60X30X2.5CM MC5199 

MCL1610  60X30X2CM 
MC9018-1 

30X30X1 .2CM 

30X30X1 .5CM 

MC5206 

Note: due to the production of the natural material, each piece of 

o 9 / 1 oproduct color and surfuce textw� are not the same. 

30X30X1CM MC9017-1 30X30X1 .2CM 

MC9050-1 30X30X1 .2CM MC9021A-1 30X30X2CM 

LUX ARCH Boat wood MOSAIC - Tiles Sets



MC1286 30X30X1 .5CM 

MC12T13 30X30X1 .5CM MC12T62-1 30X30X2CM MC12T63 

MC9051-1(1.2) 30X30X1 .2CM 

30X30X3CM MC1259 30X30X2.5CM 

Note: due to the production of the natural material, each piece of 

11 / 12 product color and surfuce textw� are not the same. 

MC9015-1( �ff.t) 30X30X1.2CM MC9015-1 30X30X1.2CM (iJLtffi) 

MC90101-1 30X30X1 .2CM MC9024-1 30X30X1 .2CM 

LUX ARCH Boat wood MOSAIC - Tiles Sets



MC101208 30X30X1.5CM 

MC9023-1 30X30X1.2CM 

MC9019-1 30X30Xi .5CM 

MC91229 30X30X1.5CM 

MC9052 30X30X1.2CM 

MC1332 30X30X2.5CM 
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MC9025-1 30X30X1.2CM 

MC91215 30X30X1.5CM 
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MC1330(3±) 60X30X3±CM 

MC1240 60X30X2CM 

MC1349 60X30X2.5±CM 

MC1242 60X30X2CM 

MC1260 60X30X1 .5CM 

MC5144 60X30X1 .5CM 

Note: due to the production of the natural material, each piece of 

15 / 16 product color and surfuce textw� are not the same. 

MC5134 60X30X2CM 

MC5145 60X30X1 .5CM 
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MC5218(A) 60X30X2CM 

MC5217(1.5) 60X30X1 .5CM MC5163 60X30X1 .5CM 

• Construction process

Pave the preparation which is stick to the wall 

Use and fit u p  a wood shelf, then wood shelf pave the plank 
above, and clean the dust. guarantee the cleanness of the
surface of plank, can construct and pave sticking to.

Pave and stick 

Note: due to the production of the natural material, each piece of 

17 / 1 8 product color and surfuce textw� are not the same. 

Preparation of products 

The products are put al the level in advance before 
constructing, confirmed constructing and paving the
result after sticking to .  As to the regular products,
please adjust the harmony and esthetic of the whole in
advance, for example, the small wood of one can be 
put by the big wood of one, by the thin wood,etc .. 

Adjust the size 

Material way of scribbling of sticking 

Will assemble the glue to wipe on the plank evenly, in
order to prevent assembling the glue to already solidify
before the products have not been stuck well, daub area 
should control, keep the same with area of the products, 
then product the back spread and assemble the glue 
meanwhile, in order to reach better sticking result. 

It is generally that are paved and stuck to to pave the way of 
sticking according to the order with the direction, want debulk
from leaving. According to the need, can sew one to strengthen 
the firm result in the wood with the nail.

In order to pave putting up the good result, can cut and
ad

j

ust the products. For keep products appearance 
getting esthetic, we suggest that use simple and easy 
to push away, lift, saw, cut to product. 
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GU181001   

205*78.5*3.5 
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LUX ARCH Boat wood BARN DOORS & HARDWARE

CONTACT A LUX ARCH REPRESENTIVIE FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND PRICING
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